
FOCUS ON DEER 

AN UPDATE FROM THE OTAGO AND 

SOUTHLAND FOCUS FARMS  

Both farms are going into the winter with fit stock and feed on hand.  

So, we are turning our attention to the problem of parasites. The develop-
ment of drench resistance on many farms is a national problem which has to 
be addressed sensibly and quickly. Unfortunately there is a lot of poor and 
often conflicting information and confusion about what resistance means, 
how to combat it and how to develop a parasite management strategy for 
your farm. With this in mind we have convened panels of speakers for both 
farm open days. They are there to give an overview and to answer your 

questions. So please come along and make use of their expertise. 

In the next newsletter we will discuss the role of specialist crops. 

Any comments, articles you would like to see or for further information 
please contact: 

Marion Johnson (03) 489 9224 or Karren O’Neill (03) 489 9049 or email 
marion.johnson@agresearch.co.nz 

WELCOME TO THE FOURTH FOCUS ON DEER NEWS LETTER 

SFF AND THE FOCUS FARMS 

McLeans at Lumsden—Cochranes at Glenomaru 

The focus farm project is funded by the Sustain-
able Farming Fund (SFF). The purpose of the SFF 
is to draw groups of people (communities of inter-
est) together in an effort to find a way to improve 
the financial and environmental performance of 
land based productive industries. The community 
of interest works together to identify problems or 
opportunities and to provide solutions to achieve a 
common goal. 

The focus farms are for the farming community 
and your suggestions and views are important. 
Please pass them on to Richard. Richard Cop-
land coordinates farm open days and a commit-
tee of farmers and other interested parties who 
meet regularly with the Cochranes and McLeans 
to make suggestions and discuss options for the 
farms. Grant and Andrea, and John and Jacky 
can then decide how they might solve a problem 
that has been identified at a field day or commit-
tee meeting and the results of that decision or 
the implementation of a new practice are there 
for you to see and discuss at the next open day.  
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Water monitoring is continuing  

mailto:marion.johnson@agresearch.co.nz


Otago 
Grant and Andrea Cochrane, Glenomaru, Balclutha 
 
Overall the feed situation on the farm looks to be on 
target and the hinds are in good condition. The big 
question is how much feed will the hinds get out of 
the self feed silage pit? We are aiming for 100 days 
for the 500 hinds from the 380-400 tonnes of silage 
and 8ha of autumn saved pasture in the block. That 
will free up paddocks on the rest of the farm for the 
weaners to rotate around. 
 
Mating went according to plan. 95 hinds were artifi-
cially inseminated with a 73% success rate. The pos-
sible causes of low calving rates in two paddocks 
last season are still being investigated. 
 
The last of the weaning was completed on the 8

th
 of 

May. These were fawns from first calvers that were-
n’t up to good enough weights in March. . The rest of 
the weaners have continued to grow on well. Those 
from the mixed age venison hinds were weighed on 
April 12

th
 so that a comparison could be made with 

last year’s crop. They averaged 65.2kg, which was 
6.6kg ahead of the previous year. The growth rate in-
crease has been attributed to amongst other factors the 
focus on early calving, specialist crops and improving 
pasture quality. The hinds and calves on specialist pas-
ture ( 25

th
 January until weaning in March) came off 

heavier than those on ordinary pastures and average 
growth rates for all calves over the month from weaning 
averaged 223g/day (includes any weaning check). 
There are however pros and cons for the establishment 
of specialist pastures and these will be discussed in the 
next newsletter. 
 
All the works deer have been killed. Only dry hinds and 
a handful of lighter condition hinds are left to kill after 
scanning in early June.  
 
The Specialist Chicory and clover based pastures were 
undersown in late March with   long rotation tetraploid 
ryegrasses to bulk them up heading into winter. Slugs 
were an issue in places. 
 

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE FARMS TO DATE  

Bushy Park Deer Unit
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  Opening 

Number 

1/3/06 

Purchased / 

Transfer in 

Sold / 

Transfer 

out 

Closing Numbers 1/6/06 

Expected to 

kill 

Numbers to 

keep 

Fawns 512     0 500 

R1/R2 Hinds 215   100 25 90 

R2/R3 Hinds 120 18   7 131 

MA Hinds 555     76 479 

R1/R2 Stags - Venison 21   21 0 0 

R1/R2 Stags - Velvet 94   24 0 70 

R2/R3 Stags - Velvet 39 2   0 41 

MA Stags 31 20   0 51 

Total 1587 40 150 0 1465 

AgR ~ as ORC have such an extensive report on the wa-
ter quality at Cochranes farm Richard has decided to hold 
his report on the crossing on the Waimea over until the 
next newsletter. He will also report on the longitudinal wa-
ter quality sampling. 



Southland 

John and Jacky McLean, Macale Road Lumsden 

 

The farm is looking good, there is good pasture 
cover of good quality and the deer are in good condi-
tion. In fact 300 extra dairy cows have been secured 
for winter grazing. The 180 share farmed hinds were 
purchased necessitating the culling of 180 other 
hinds. 

The hinds are up on the hill blocks and are getting 
baleage every couple of days. They will then go on 
to pit. There are only 35 cull hinds left to kill this year. 
However there are 120 carryover R2 hinds to kill in 
August, they are going through the winter in an effort 
to make a higher price in spring, as there is an ex-
cess of feed available. 

70 hinds were artificially inseminated through Deer 
Improvement; they have just been scanned and have 
a conception rate of 83.3%. The wapiti bulls came 

out in the first week of May and the red stags as the 
hinds came through the yards in the second week of 
May. 

The weaners will be drenched and weighed at the end 
of May. As there is plenty of feed available about 200 
weaners that are over 75kg will be pushed through the 
winter on grass (and perhaps rape). We will find out just 
what growth rates are possible over winter on plenty of 
feed. In addition the growth of pure red and red hybrids 
(divided based on the Wapiti score applied by Jamie 
Ward AgResearch) will be assessed. 

John and Jacky feel that shifting the weaners under the 
early weaning policy has been easier this year and that 
rotating them has been successful. 

The rape crop has been extremely successful. Another 
30 units of N were applied to it at the end of March and 
it now has estimated yield of 3-3.5 tonne DM/ha again. 
The crop is very leafy with very little stem. The crop will 
be yield tested before weaners go back into it. There is 
some red and white clover still present in the crop but 

WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE FARMS TO DATE ( CONT INUED) 
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  Opening 

Numbers 

1/3/06 

Purchased / 

Transfer in 

Sold / 

Transfer 

out 

Closing Numbers 1/6/06 

Waiting to 

kill 

Numbers to 

keep 

Fawns 885 est. 0 0 0 885 est. 

R1/R2 Hinds 219 0 0 120 (Aug) 219 

R2/R3 Hinds 200 0 10 0 190 

MA Hinds 515 180 180 0 515 

R1/R2 Stags 0 0 0 0 0 

MA Stags 38 0 0 0 38 

Total Deer 1857 180 190 120 1847 

R1 Heifers 0 160 0 0 160 

R2 Heifers 100 0 0 0 100 

R2 Steers 69 0 69 0 0 

Dairy Cows 0 300 0 0 300 



Open Days On 
 

 

7 June  -  Southland Focus Farm 
8 June  -  Otago Focus Farm 

 

Discussion and debate on the development 
of drench resistance and strategies 

for managing parasites  

 
Look forward to seeing you there 

“Pour on’s” are the dominant treatment 
method? How do they handle muddy 
coats? 
How often and when should we be drench-
ing our young stock and mature deer? 
There are no new drench families on the 
horizon 

 
There are a lot of opinions and a lot of debate as 
how to tackle drench resistance and the focus 
farm committees felt that it was time some clear 
direction emerged for deer farmers. We have a 
panel of speakers organized to cover aspects of 
this topic and to answer your queries at the June 
Open days. These speakers include: 
 

Colin Mackintosh, AgResearch 
Dave Lawrence 
Greg Mirams, Fecpak 
Victoria Chapman, Fort Dodge 

 
This promises to be a very interesting session. 
We would encourage you all to make the time to 
attend and to ask the panel any questions you 
may have. 

The development of parasite resistance to 
anthelminthics on sheep and beef farms is a topic 
being hotly debated around the country. Almost 
all farms going through FECRT to check for resis-
tance development have found a breakdown of 
at least one of the drench families (J. Smart, Clu-
tha Vets 2006). 
 There are huge implications for sheep and beef 
farmers. 
 
There are few records of parasite resistance on 
deer farms, but it has been suggested by a num-
ber of farmers that they have resistant parasites in 
their herds. 
 
Points of potential concern: 
 

Fewer drench families are available to use in 
deer than sheep and beef (Clears don’t 
work, No Combinations on the market)? 
“Ivermectins” are now virtually redundant on 
many intensive beef properties due to para-
site resistance. We rely heavily on this 
drench family to treat deer. 

 

DISCUSSION 
Parasites, parasites, ~ drench resistance ~ deer 

WHAT will it mean for you?? 
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Southland Deer Focus Farm Open Day 
 

Lumsden Senior Citizens Centre  
 

Wednesday 7
th

 June 
 

 
 
11:35am John Rabbitt, Marketing Manager for Venison, Alliance Group 

Venison season review / forecast 
 
12:00pm Dr Jamie Glossop, Johnes Research Group  

 Progress of the Johnes survey 
Tania Flint will talk on a new tourniquet for velveting, she would like to seek 
farmer opinion on the method before taking the design further 

 

 
 

 
 Report on season and production, Future work on the Focus Farm 
 Radio commentary available on FM 87.5 
 

 
Parasite management on the Focus farm  

 
2:55pm Dr Colin Mackintosh, AgResearch Invermay 

Research on parasite management and current recommendations 
 
3:10pm Dave Lawrence, Elk Breeder & ex Deer Vet 

Practical parasite management on Southland deer farms 
 

 

 
Internal parasite resistance development in cattle, 
likely implications in deer?     

 
4:00pm Summary discussion and question time for parasite speakers 
  
4:30pm Close 

 

11:30am Guest Session 

 

12:30pm Lunch (provided) 

 

1:10pm Farm Tour 

 

2:45pm Internal Parasite session 

 

3:25pm Smoko 

 
3:45pm Greg Mirams, FECPAK International 
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Otago Deer Focus Farm Open Day 
 

Telford 
 

Thursday 8
th

 June 
 
11:30am Glen Tyrell, PPCS 

Venison season review / forecast   
 
12:00pm Dr Jamie Glossop, Johnes Research Group  

 Progress of the Johnes survey 
Tania Flint will talk on a new tourniquet for velveting, she would like to seek 
farmer opinion on the method before taking the design further 

 

 
 

 
Parasite management on the Focus farm  

 
1:10pm Dr Colin Mackintosh, AgResearch Invermay 
 Research on parasite management and current recommendations 
 
1:25pm Dave Lawrence, Elk Breeder & ex Deer Vet 
 Practical parasite management on Southland deer farms 
 
1:40pm Victoria Chapman, Fort Dodge 
 Drug companies perspective on the issue 
 
1:55pm Greg Mirams, FECPAK International 
 Internal parasite resistance development in cattle, 
 likely implications in deer? 
 
2:10pm Summary discussion and question time for parasite speakers 
 

 
 

 
 Report on season and production, Future work on the Focus Farm 
 Radio commentary available on FM 87.5 
   

 
 

 

12:30pm Lunch (provided) 

 

1:00pm Internal Parasite session 

 

2:45pm Smoko  

 

3:00pm Farm Tour 

4:30pm Close 
 


